HW for 04.02.15:

Learn the following question answers (from book), true/false and fill in the blanks:

1. Name the regions of ancient Bengal.
   Ans: The regions of ancient Bengal were Banga, Pundra, Rahrh, Gouara, Samatata and Harikel.

2. Who was the Sultan of independent Bengal?
   Ans: The Sultan of independent Bengal was Shamsuddin Elias Shah.

3. What was the name of Bengal during Mughal rule?
   Ans: During Mughal rule the name of Bengal was Suba-E-Bangala.

True or false:

1. We do not live in Bangladesh.(False)
2. During the Muslim era the divisions of Bengal came to and end.(True)
3. Sher Shah was the Sultan of independent Bengal.(False)
4. Shamsuddin Elias Shah got the titles Shah-E-Bangala and Sultan-E-Bangala.( True)
5. Under the rule of Mughals the name of Bengal was Pakistan.(False)

F/B:

1. Bangladesh was a part of ancient Bengal.
2. Banga is a small region of ancient Bengal.
3. The combined name of the whole area became familiar as Bangala/Bangla.
4. Under the British rule the name of Bengal was Bengal.
5. According to historians the name of Bangla came from Banga.